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Health and
Climate Change
Awareness of the health impacts of
climate change
A survey of Victorians
and health care professionals

Grampians National Park, Victoria
By Linda Xu - Unsplash

State-wide research to measure awareness

Victorians, n=3,060

Statistical Measures
▪

Awareness of link between health and climate change

▪

Health conditions associated with climate change

▪

Health conditions healthcare professionals are seeing

▪

Emotional responses connected to climate change

▪

Thermal quality of housing

▪

Expectations of action

▪

Desire to know more about health and climate change

▪ Representative of Victorian population
▪ Respondents aged 15+ years

▪ Minimum 100 interviews in each region

Healthcare professionals, n=700
▪ 700
▪ GPs (100+)
▪ Nurses (300+)

▪ Allied health professionals (75+)
▪ Medical specialists (50)

Climate change impacts – health link

When prompted, the
connection is readily accepted

Impacts

58%
recognise health as
one of the main ways
they are likely to be
affected by climate
change.
“I have never thought there is direct influence
between climate change and health
– but after reading those statements (from WHO),
we need to stop and think.”
Focus group participant, 2019

All
Victorians

15-24

25-34

35-44

45-64

65+

Cost of living

67%

66%

70%

68%

68%

63%

Healthy
environment

63%

66%

59%

60%

62%

60%

Human health

58%

73%

56%

50%

57%

57%

Healthcare professionals are already seeing impacts

Climate change - Impact on public health

84%
Healthcare
professionals say
climate change
is already
harming public
health

Now

Within 10
years

22%

7%

38%

27%
A little

57%

24%

57%
Moderate

84%

91%

A lot

say within 10 years the impact
of climate change on public
health will be significant

Health conditions linked to climate change
Many healthcare professionals are already seeing climate
change related health conditions in their community
Thunderstorm asthma

68%

Heat stress or heatstroke caused by extreme heatwaves

64%

Pollen-related allergies

62%

Lung complaints from air pollution (e.g.: asthma, lung disease)

58%

Mental illness / depression /anxiety related to climate change

51%

Health concerns caused by drought

39%

Bodily harm from bushfires (including smoke inhalation)

38%

Poor nutrition due to availability/cost of quality food

Illness due to contaminated food /water
Bodily harm from severe storms and/or flooding

52%
Regional 44%
Regional

36%

Diseases carried by insects (Ross-river, Barmah forest virus)
Skin complaints from increased air pollution

Metro 63%

29%
26%
23%

21%

Regional

38%

What health conditions will become more common?
Most healthcare professionals believe the following health
conditions will become more common:
Heat stress / heatstroke due to extreme heatwaves

90%

Lung complaints from increased air pollution

86%

Thunderstorm asthma

83%

Health concerns caused by drought

83%

Mental Health/depression/severe anxiety (related to CC)

82%

Pollen-related allergies

80%

Poor nutrition due to food availability

74%

Physical / bodily harm from severe storms and/or flooding

72%

Diseases carried by insects (Ross-river, Barmah forest virus)
Illness caused by contaminated food and or water

66%
61%

Health care professionals

Emotions felt when thinking about climate change

75%

Feel frustration
to some extent

72%

67%

Sadness

Outrage

70%

67%

Despair

Fear

Climate change – emotional response
All Respondents

Young people report
feeling emotionally
overwhelmed

41%

of Victorians feel
overwhelmed when thinking
about the future impacts of
climate change

79%

of healthcare professionals
feel overwhelmed when
thinking about the future
impacts of climate change

Young People

59%
15-24 yrs

84%
Healthcare
Professionals
18-39 yrs

Healthcare professionals support health sector
leadership on climate change action

Healthcare professionals

83%

Agree it’s a serious issue and
needs immediate action.
Over half say it’s on their mind
a lot of the time

Agree (55% strongly) that health
organisations should be
leading the way on climate
change action

46%

88%

Say taking action to help tackle
climate change is already
happening / is on the agenda in
my organisation.

Agree that if no significant changes are
made, health services and
infrastructure will face significant
challenges due to increasing demand
for services and increased risks to
infrastructure

92%

Healthcare professionals

Healthcare professionals

Healthcare professionals

The Victorian public support action and
leadership
Community holds strong expectation of action from the health sector – it was second to government

The Australian Government

9%

The Victorian Government

10%

Your local Government

11%

Business / industry

12%

The health sector

11%

The health insurance industry

71%

20%

52%

37%

48%

41%

43%

45%

16%

67%

65%

25%

52%

31%

Schools and the education sector

14%

56%

30%

Communities and local organisations

12%

59%

29%

Unions

Individuals

23%
12%

51%
62%

No role at all

A supporting role

26%
25%
A leading role

Think that its
cheaper to act
on climate
change now
than to pay the
price later

Regional findings
Support for renewable energy
infrastructure consistent across the state

Solar panels %

Wind turbines %

91

89

75

Greater
Melb.

78

81

90

87

81

65

Barwon

Central
H’Lands

Goulburn

Great
South
Coast

96

90

88
73

72

Mallee

Loddon
Campaspe

92
80

86

66

Ovens
Murray

Wimmera
Sthn
Mallee

74 76

Gippsland

Thank you
It’s up to all of us
to help shape the
State of the Future

NOVEMBER 2020

Moving towards renewables
SOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
AMBULANCE VICTORIA
(BRC-A webinar)

ambulance.vic.gov.au

A SUSTAINABLE AMBULANCE VICTORIA @ 2050
LOW EMISSION HEALTHCARE
(LOW CARBON MODEL OF CARE)

NET ZERO AMBULANCE
SERVICE

CLIMATE
ADAPTED & READY
ZERO EMISSION
FLEET

LOW WASTE PRODUCTION
&
ZERO WASTE TO LANDFILL
ZERO EMISSION
PROPERTIES WITH
RENEWABLE ENERGY

RESPONSIBLY
SOURCING

Being socially and environmentally
responsible will enhance delivery of Best Care

SOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY

Action Plan

► Action Plan for a five year period
► Developed across each of the priorities
► Linked to the Sustainable Development Goals
► Commenced implementation in 2019

Case Study: Climate Approach
Emissions Reduction Commitment (Climate Mitigation)

Emissions reduction pathway to net zero by 2050
Phased transition across AV’s key emissions categories
2025 and 2030: Emissions reduction targets

IMPACT: Lower carbon model of care
Emissions pledges to be communicated soon

Case Study: Climate Approach
Emissions Reduction Commitment (Climate Mitigation)

Emissions reduction vision
Committing to source 100% of our electricity from renewable
sources by 2025

IMPACT: 27% reduction in emissions by 2025
7% reduction achieved in 2020

Case Study: Climate Approach
Emissions Reduction Commitment (Climate Mitigation)

Case Study: Climate Approach
Key stakeholders

• Executive Team
• Board
•

Property Services

• Finance
• Procurement
•

Communications

Case study: Renewables experience
Emissions Reduction Commitment (Climate Mitigation)

In pursuing a renewable PPA, AV’s energy
solution was aiming to find:
• Renewable energy; preferably 100% or a fast
trajectory towards this
•

Reasonable costs; ideally less than parity with
coal based electricity

• Energy security over the longer term
• Victorian option for renewable energy farmer

Case study: Renewables experience
Emissions Reduction Commitment (Climate Mitigation)

Key benefits of the renewable PPA:
• Reduce negative impact of our footprint and contribute to organisational action around climate change

• Reduce its greenhouse impact by approximately 7% per annum from 2020
• Support our ability to realise commitments in its Social and Environmental Responsibility Framework & Plan
• Support managing our climate change risk in implementing climate action.

The agreement was approved and the project went live on 1st July 2020.

Late 2019 - ‘Go Live’ date in July 2020, the project took ~8 months to deliver.

Learnings to date
► Many ways of getting there and options
► Change management and senior engagement is key

► Working together cross organisations and health
► Sustainability business cases realise co-benefits

Challenges remain
► Broad portfolio

► Establish priorities
► Vehicles and future technologies

Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning, Climate Ready Victoria 2015

Q&A

E: sustainability@ambulance.vic.gov.au

PPA’s for better health outcomes
State of play in the PPA marketplace and opportunities for the
healthcare sector
BRC-A, Healthy Futures and Sustainability Victoria
Anita Stadler │30 November 2020

State of the market

2020 has been a record year for corporate PPAs in Australia
However, no healthcare provider has signed up to a PPA as yet
• Since 2017, PPAs have supported the delivery of over 7,500MW RE capacity

Solar has edged ahead of wind in recent years – in part due to
increased availability
Source: https://www.energetics.com.au/insights/knowledge-centres/corporate-renewable-ppa-deal-tracker
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Benefits of a PPA

Optimising on- and offsite energy investments / risk management
have become a key priority for many large energy users
Drivers

Options

Electricity cost risk
management
Take more active control

Decarbonisation
Emissions reduction and product
environmental credentials

On-site
power
generation

• Add renewable energy capacity
• Invest in demand response and /
load shifting capability
• Reduce heat rate and improve fuel
efficiency
• Fuel switching: reduce emissions
intensity of thermal power capacity

Reputational risk and
investors’ expectations

Security of supply

Future proofing operation
Micro-grid, fleet electrification and
hydrogen production

Off-site
power
generation

• LGC only supply
• Financial (renewable) Power
Purchase Agreement
• Retailer-intermediated renewable
Power Purchase Agreement
(supply of power to premises using a
range of pricing and contract models)

See BRC-A resources discussing the contract options for PPAs
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Where do offsite-PPAs fit within a carbon reduction strategy?

Switching from gas to electricity will ensure you also benefit from grid decarbonisation
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We are entering a period of unprecedented change, with
renewables the cheapest form of new firm generation* replacing an
aging thermal electricity generation fleet
* including cost of fast response dispatchable capacity to firm variable renewable sources of supply
Expected retirement of coal-fired power stations in the NEM

45%

Share of State’s electricity supply
(FY19 MWh used as base year)

Loy Yang A

40%

35%
Eraring

30%

Bayswater
Yallourn

25%
20%

Loy Yang B
Stanwell
Liddell

Gladstone

Vales Point

15%

Kogan Creek

5%

Millmerran

Mount Piper

Tarong North

2022

2024

2026

2028

2030

2032
NSW
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Callide C*

Callide B

10%

0%
2020

Tarong

2034
QLD

2036
Vic

2038

2040

2042

2044

2046

2048

2050

2052

*Bubble size refers to installed capacity

Transitions of this pace and scale are not always smooth; and as
the events of the recent past clearly illustrates, the balance of
supply and demand balance drives spot* prices
*and other contract prices
Monthly Average Spot Prices (2012 - present)
$250

Multiple coal units
trip offline during a
heatwave

Spot price (Nominal $/MWh)

Higher spot prices in Qld
flowing through to NSW
$200

Carbon pricing

$150

COVID19
drop in
demand

$100

$50

79%

⚫

⚫

$33
Step change in underlying production cost after Hazelwood closure until late 2019

$0

NSW
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$59

Qld

Vic

You may well ask, at a time of such uncertainty and at a time of
softer market prices* is it not better to do nothing?
As illustrated below, it is impossible to time the market.

Historical Victoria wholesale futures prices

$120

$120

$110

$110

$100

$100

$90

$90

$80
$70
$60

173%

34%

$/MWh

$/MWh

Historical NSW wholesale futures prices

$80
$70

236%

$60

$50

$50

$40

$40

$30

$30

$20

$20

* Due to the current lower demand due to the COVID-19 pandemic and lower global gas prices resulting in more and cheaper local gas supply
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64%

With price visibility limited to CY24, no-one can guarantee you long
term savings
However, as illustrated below PPAs can be designed to narrowing the range of cost outcomes in
an environment where medium and long range market prices are very uncertain
Assuming an indirect supply-linked PPA
model, a PPA can:
• reduce the long-term and year-on-year
variation in electricity spend.
• partially shield the buyer against rising
electricity prices

Illustrative costs: BAU vs. PPA
FY21-FY30 under 3 scenarios1

Annual electricity spend

Low-renew (highprice) scenario

However, under a low-price scenario, there
is a risk that the PPA may be priced above
the market.
The overall effect is to reduce the range of
price outcomes.
High-renew (lowprice) scenario

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25
BAU

FY26

FY27

PPA

1 The scenarios modelled are potential outcomes and should not be treated as confidence bounds
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FY28

FY29

FY30

Financial PPAs may result in more volatile
cashflows in the short and medium term,
but if appropriately matched to the load
shape of the energy user and integrated
into the retail electricity supply strategy it
may in the medium and long term support
a similar outcome

Where there is uncertainty there are risks and opportunities.
No one has a crystal ball, but there are a myriad of known
supply and demand side changes that will play out over the
medium and long term.
Look beyond the near term price trends when assessing a long
term contract option!*
* Taking an evidence based scenario approach, backed by robust
modelling tool will ensure your team takes informed decisions
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Our energy markets services
Energy users

Market risk
assessment

Contracting strategies
and transaction support

Operationalisation of
transactions

Market insights

Demand response
valuation

Behind-the-meter
generation and storage
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Network service providers

Program impact and
process evaluation

Demand response
valuation and market
potential

Owners of generation assets

Market-based
valuation of assets

Market entry strategies

Revenue and offtake
strategies

Price forecasts

Licensing and
regulatory advice

Valuation and
commercial support for
storage

Sustainability at Energetics
Carbon neutral since 2008
Sustainability
In June 2008, Energetics became one of Australia’s first
consulting firms to achieve carbon neutrality through the
Australian Government’s Greenhouse Friendly Program.
Since the FY19 reporting year, our carbon neutrality has been certified under
the Climate Active Carbon Neutral Standard (formerly the National Carbon
Offset Standard – NCOS) for Organisations. Climate Active is a partnership
between the Australian Government and Australian businesses to drive
voluntary climate action. www.climateactive.org.au.
This approach aligns with Energetics’ commitment to best practice calculation
of our complete emissions profile and with how we have assisted some of our
clients with becoming carbon neutral. We offset 100% of the greenhouse gas
emissions associated with the complete lifecycle of our organisation. Our
offsets are sourced from projects that are Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) or
Gold Standard accredited and contribute to Sustainable Development Goals 7
(Affordable and Clean Energy), 9 (Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure) and
13 (Climate Change).
In keeping with our Sustainability Policy, we drive continuous improvement by
identifying and implementing internal carbon mitigation, sustainable
procurement and behavioural change projects. Being a sustainability role
model is one of our core business values.
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Our values
A team of passionate, committed climate change and energy management
professionals, we advise some of Australia's largest companies on their role in
a sustainable and prosperous future.
We believe in:

•

Delivering excellence

•

Acting as an environmental role model

•

Providing our clients with innovative and sustainable solutions

•

Holding ourselves accountable for our actions

•

Respecting the experience and opinions of our clients and colleagues.

Disclaimer
The information contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and is
not intended to be financial product or investment advice or a recommendation.
Energetics Pty Ltd is authorised to provide financial product advice on derivatives,
Australian carbon credit units and eligible international emissions units to wholesale
clients under the Corporations Act 2001 AFSL No: 329935.
Energetics has provided this advice in our capacity as advisors solely for the benefit
of the Client whom this report has been prepared for. The analyses in our report may
not have considered issues relevant to any third parties and accordingly, to the extent
permitted by law, Energetics disclaims all liability for any and all costs, loss, damage
and liability that any third party may suffer, incur or is likely to suffer or incur, arising
from or relating to this report (including attachments).
While all care and diligence has been used to construct this report, the information,
statements, statistics and commentary (together the ‘information’) within this report
(including attachments), may not be accurate, current or complete in all respects and,
consequently, Energetics does not make any representations or warranties as to the
accuracy, currency or completeness of this information. Energetics’ terms and
conditions will prevail until and as otherwise agreed to by Energetics and you. Any
commercial decisions taken by you are not within the scope of our duty of care, and in
making such decisions, you should take into account the limitations of the scope of
our work and other factors, commercial and otherwise, which you should be aware of
from sources other than our work.
Accordingly, this report is subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions that could
cause actual results to differ materially from the expectations described in such
prospective financial information. Past financial or economic performance is not
© Energetics Pty Ltd • 15

indicative of future performance.
Under no circumstances, including negligence, shall Energetics be liable for any
direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages or loss of profits that
result from the use or inability to use this report and/or attachments. Energetics shall
not be liable for any such damages including, but not limited to, reliance by a third
party on any information obtained from this report and/or attachments; or reliance by
you or a third party that result from mistakes, omissions, interruptions, deletion of
files, viruses, errors, defects, or failure of performance, communications failure, theft,
destruction or unauthorised access. Where liability cannot be excluded, any liability
incurred by you or anyone else in connection with the use of this report and/or
attachments, is limited to the extent provided for by law.
Energetics’ employees may attend various corporate events that have been paid for,
organised, hosted or otherwise coordinated by external stakeholders from time to
time. We acknowledge that any express requirement to disclose conflicts of interest
will be dealt with contractually and on a case by case basis in accordance with our
policy.

This report and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential
information and may be protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them
other than for the purposes for which they were supplied. The privilege or
confidentiality attached to this report and attachments is not waived by reason of
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use,
disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this report (whether in its entirety or in parts) or
any attachments. If you receive this report and/or attachments in error, please notify
the sender by return email and destroy and delete all copies immediately.

Contact us

Meet our people

Adelaide | Brisbane | Melbourne | Perth | Sydney

Follow us
www.energetics.com.au
@energetics_au

www.linkedin.com/company/energetics-pty-ltd
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BRC-A State of the Market 2020
Corporate Renewable Power Purchase Agreements in Australia
November 2020

2020 will be a record year for Corporate PPAs
1000
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Source: BRC-A Database
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Corporate PPAs and Public Retailers are currently driving renewables market
100%

• PPAs signed by retailers
have slowed following
achievement of RET
2020
• Big move of 2020 were
Australia’s largest wind
and solar PPA signed by
CleanCo
• Corporate PPAs have
accounted for around
1/3 – ½ of market each
quarter

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
2018 Q3
Corporate

2018 Q4

2019 Q1

Government

2019 Q2
Utility

2019 Q3

2019 Q4

Merchant

2020 Q1

2020 Q2

State-Owned Utility
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What has been the impact of Covid-19 on buyer demand for Corporate PPAs?
Developers

Consultants

27

29

40
47

33

24

Negative impact – the level of demand amongst buyers has decreased

No impact – the level of demand amongst buyers is the same
Unsure
4

Corporate PPA Market evolving to cater to diversity of buyers

2018-19

<20 MW
20-50 MW
50-100 MW
100+ MW
2019-20

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
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Wholesale PPAs contract more capacity (MW) – but the gap has narrowed

310

340

140
130
100

50
Wholesale

Retail
2018-19

Other

2019-20
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What is the major barrier to a PPA (current buyers)?

Business case and internal stakeholder support

Finding the right project or developer

Finding the right specialists

Market or policy uncertainty

The complexity of PPAs and understanding the options

Understanding of electricity markets and pricing
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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Key Factors for Buyers – Average Rating
4.7
3.9

3.9

4.5

4.1

4.5

4.7

4.6
4.1

3.8

3.8
3.5

3.4

3.1

Developer
Reputation

Price

Risk

Service Provider

Community
Support
Developer

3.7

3.1

Community
Benefits

3.0

3.2

Environment
and
Biodiversity

Buyer
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Price is important to buyers – but maybe not as important as developers think
100%
90%

Buyer (Completed)

80%
70%

Buyer (Current)

60%
50%
Developer (Completed)

40%
30%

Developer (Current)

20%
10%

Service Provider

0%

1

2

3

4

5
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Community support and benefits are rising in importance for buyers
50%
40%
Buyer
(Completed)

40%
Buyer

30%

30%

Developer

Buyer
(Current)

20%

20%

Developer
(Completed)
Service
Provider

10%

10%

Developer
(Current)
0%

0%
1

2

3

4
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Local Community Support, PPA buyers

1

2

3

4

5

Community benefits, PPA buyers
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